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Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at
The Donkey Sanctuary has developed a global team of harness
makers who improve existing designs and train people to make
and use them properly. He shares his knowledge with us:

This is the first of the series of posts about ‘Harness Help’
and first appeared in the June issue of our newsletter.
Donkeys with wounds are, unfortunately, a common
sight in many areas, but it doesn’t have to be that way.
A large proportion of these wounds are caused by
incorrect harnessing.

Some great work is being done...
Find The Good
Harness guide in
the library at www.
donkeysforafrica.org

What is a harness?
It is the system that attaches our animals to the cart,
cultivator, plough, or which we put on the animal’s back to
help it to carry a load.

Please post any
comments or
questions below. You
can also email us via
the addresses below.

I have worked all over Africa and in other countries for
many years. I make harness with what we can find locally
and work with donkeys and horses so have a good idea of the
work required day to day.
I want to talk about harnessing: what to use, how to use
it, how to avoid wounds, but more than that: there’s a
revolution going on in some industrialised countries where
working horses are making a comeback, and they are beating
the machines in some aspects.

... in difficult circumstances
Educating and providing the right equipment is one solution. Here
the Zambezi Working Donkey Project reaches out to villagers.

Follow them at zambeziworkingdonkeyproject

The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness
may also be of
interest to Donkey
Welfare Practitioners.
editor@donkeysforafrica.org
chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at
The Donkey Sanctuary has developed a global team of harness
makers who improve existing designs and train people to make
and use them properly. He shares his knowledge with us:

I was briefly put off work during the Covid 19 epidemic, and have spent a lot of time thinking of all you out there: it’s tough, but try to
minimise contact with others, keep a distance, and keep washing your hands!
If you use a single shaft it will look different and we will talk
about that separately. If you are using a yoke system on your
donkeys, you are losing power and probably causing damage to
your donkeys. The yoke system is developed for use by the ox. The
saddle should be carrying any weight, and there should not be a
lot of weight on that most of the time. Notice that the breeching is
NOT connected to the actual saddle, this is a really important point.

How does a harness work?

A set of cart harness has three functions;
1) A collar is used to ‘pull’ the cart (actually the animal ‘pushes’
into the collar, but when did anyone ever say “look at that
donkey pushing that cart along the road?”)
2) A saddle is used to keep the shafts level, and also helps with the
steering indirectly.
3) The breeching is the braking system, and also reverse gear if you Next we will start to take a look at each of the three parts, starting
need to back up.
with the collar in detail. Take care of yourselves and your loved
Any harness attached to a cart should have three separate parts that ones, stay safe,
look something like the illustrations below:

Find The Good
Harness guide in
the library at www.
donkeysforafrica.org
Please post any
comments or
questions below. You
can also email us via
the addresses below.
The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness
may also be of
interest to Donkey
Welfare Practitioners.

editor@donkeysforafrica.org
chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk

1) Collar. Provides the pulling power

2) Breeching. Provides the brakes

3) Saddle & straps. Provides the balance

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at The Donkey Sanctuary
has developed a global team of harness makers who improve existing
designs and train people to make and use them properly.
He shares his knowledge with us:

We are look at types of collar - the bit that pulls the
We have three types of collar, the breast collar, the full collar and the hybrid

Breast collars sit on the donkey’s chest, and we
know that donkeys have very narrow chests, so
the collar often either digs into their windpipe,
making it hard for the animal to breathe, or sit
on the points of the shoulder bone, causing pain
and restricting movement.
They are also, when compared with a full collar,
considered to be 25% less efficient, meaning
your donkey has to work harder to achieve the same amount of work.
If you have no alternative, here is how to get the best from a breast collar:
1. Make sure that the strap that sits on the chest and does the actual pulling and is as wide
as possible to spread the pressure.
2. Keep your harness clean and make sure it is smooth where it touches your animal.
3. Line the inside part (against the animal) with natural material like denim from old jeans,
or a wool blanket. Do not use nylon or rubber because sweat builds up which is skin
softening, leading to wounds.

Important you use a balanced swingle tree

This can be done by you - find the centre of the
tree by balancing it on your finger. That is the
point where you will fix it to your cart. The traces
run directly from the collar back to the ends of the
swingle tree, which should be able to move freely
where it is attached to the cart. The swingle tree
will stop your animal getting sore or wounded
shoulders and chest.

The first and simplest collar is:

THE BREAST COLLAR

Advantages

-Easy to use
-Cheap and easy to make
-Fits any similar sized animal

Disadvantages

-Inefficient
-Doesn’t suit donkeys

Fitting the breast collar

I hope this diagram is self explanatory?
You can feel the points of the shoulder
on each side, the collar should not be
touching them, but also it should not
push into the donkeys throat. That can
be hard to achieve because the donkey
does not have much space. If that is
the case then you can make a simple
alteration to your collar by making a
space for the throat.
Next we will discuss the full and
hybrid collars. Stay involved and
please send me any questions or
comments.
Stay safe and look after your donkeys,
because they will repay you tenfold.

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org
The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness
may also be of interest
to Donkey Welfare
Practitioners.

Please engage and
post comments or
questions via this FB
post.
You can also email me via
the addresses below.
chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at The Donkey Sanctuary
has developed a global team of harness makers who improve existing
designs and train people to make and use them properly.
He shares his knowledge with us in these posts:

We are looking at the three types of collar, the breast, the full and the hybrid collar.

In this post we look at the FULL and the ‘HYBRID’ collar for donkeys
Hello all! Wow, the time flies when you are busy with many good things...
Last we were looking at breast collars and I mentioned two other types, the full
collar and the ‘hybrid’ collar. These are not so common in Africa, though the
hybrids can be found in some areas around the world, they have often been over
simplified and now cause wounds interestingly, but let us start with the full collar;

The FULL collar

These are a work of art. Collar making in the United Kingdom used to be a
trade in its own right. Making these take a lot of skill and time to construct, and
the reason they are used is because they are more
efficient. It is estimated the animal can work up to
25% more efficiently when hanressed in a full colar.
The main reason for that is that
instead of just pushing into it with
their chests like the breast collar,
they can use their whole shoulder.
We, as humans, do the same if we
want to move a heavy load.
They are also, ideally, made for each individual animal, and must
have some form of hames, (the two shaped metal or wooden bars
to which the load is attached - picture on the right).
For these reasons they are seldom seen in many areas, as they are
complicated and costly to make.
Advantages

- VERY EFFICIENT
- SUITED FOR AN INDIVIDUAL
DONKEY AND TASK

Disadvantages

- COSTLY AND RARE TO FIND
- SUITED FOR AN INDIVIDUAL
DONKEY AND TASK

The FULL and the HYBRID

“Sounds like a bad movie...”

HYBRIDS - the ideal solution?

We have the breast collar, cheap, transferable, but inefficient and better suited to
light work, the full collar, more efficient but not transferable and expensive.
The ideal situation would be having a mix of the two then. Hybrid collars exist, but
mostly as commercially made items, so although a lot cheaper than a full collar,
they can still be past the reach of some emerging donkey owners.
Here is some good news:
At The Donkey Sanctuary we have been testing homemade types of hybrid collar
solutions and I hope that we will be ready to give you not just the full data on them,
but also instructions on how to make your own! - Keep watching my posts.

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org
The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness may
also be of interest to you.

Remember also that whatever collar you are using it is best to attach it to a
swingle tree. Doing this can save so many wounds. Your padding must be flat,
with no lumps or hollows and the traces (the straps that connect the collar to
the load) should run in a straight line from the collar to the swingle tree.

Much respect to you
all out there caring for
donkeys.

As always, feel free to ask questions, make comments and download the
good harness guide as it can help you and your donkey work better and more
comfortably.

Stay engaged and
post comments or
questions via our
FB post.

Next time we will look at saddles, types, and how to avoid wounds from them.

You can also email us via
the addresses below.

Take care, stay Covid aware, and much respect to all who care for these creatures
of burden.

chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at The Donkey Sanctuary
has developed a global team of harness makers who improve existing
designs and train people to make and use them properly.
He shares his knowledge with us in these posts.

Saddles

Equines, horses, mules and donkeys, are NOT built in
such a way that they can comfortably carry loads on
their necks, any more than we humans are.
It might be easier to slip a loop of harness over the neck,
but you WILL damage the animal. If you are careful and
considerate you may not get wounds, but you will deform
the animal and shorten its working life. That means
replacement cost, and retraining. There is also NO argument
that gives us the right to inflict lifelong suffering!
Any saddle, whether it is for cart harness, packing cargo or
riding, MUST fulfil 3 basic rules:
1 To protect the spinal process of the animal. This is done
with a three finger wide gullet space along the centre of
the saddle.
2 To spread the load, whatever that is, evenly across the
area that the animal can bear the weight, namely over the
ribs. This is done with well-padded and even protection
pads called bars.
3 To protect the animal from the cargo itself. This might
mean extending the back of the saddle to protect from
sharp firewood sticks for example.
There are two types of construction, a rigid tree, and a
treeless saddle. Later on we will look at making these, but
this month we will just look at the difference.

Back again, this month we are looking at saddles
as we move back along our animal.
Saddles are a big
subject, so this
is going to take a
few issues to work
through...

Rigid tree

This means that there is a solid framework around which
the rest of the saddle is built. That frame must conform
exactly to the animals back, so it will be shaped. It must
also keep the centre of the
saddle elevated off the animals
spine. We at the Donkey
Sanctuary are working right
now on building a course to
show people how to make
these, but they must fit the
animal, equines are not square!
So there will be shaping to be
done.

Treeless

thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk

If you want more
information now
make a comment
or ask a question,
or email me at
chris.garrett@

We will look more at the fitting of a harness saddle next
month.

This is basically a soft pad so is much easier to make. If
you are interested in making a pack-saddle you can already Take care, and feel free to comment, post, ask, that is what I
am here for, and yes, I realise this is difficult to achieve with
go to www.thedonkeysanctuary.org and download either a
video of this or a booklet. We have also adapted a version of single shaft carts, we will get to them step by step!
this to use with cart harness.
With cart harness they basically carry the shafts, with a
two wheel cart there is an issue with balancing the cart, the
saddle has to do this as well so it will be fairly big and well
padded.

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org
The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness may
also be of interest to you.

Stay engaged and
post comments or
questions via our
FB post.
You can also email us via
the addresses below.

chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at The Donkey Sanctuary
has developed a global team of harness makers who improve existing
designs and train people to make and use them properly.

The fitting of Saddles

Man time flies! How are you all?
So, last month we started to look at fitting the cart
saddle but ran out of time and space. We laid out the
three functions of any saddle, and now we have to look
at fitting.

Donkeys, we said,
are not square, so the
shape of the saddle
bars, where they sit
on the donkeys ribs,
MUST conform to
the donkeys shape in
order to spread the
load comfortably,
without wound causing pressure points. The saddle
should sit behind the shoulder with a two to three finger
gap (see diagram) and should have a girth strap that
goes around the donkey and holds the saddle in place.
This is one of two straps that go around the donkey, it
does NOT touch, or connect to the shafts of the cart, I
often see one strap, tying the saddle and shafts tight to
the donkey, which is wrong!

In this photograph you can see
the two straps, we will talk more
about the second one in a while,
and also the position of the saddle.
This saddle is a small one for a
lightweight cart carrying one or
two people. It is inevitable that
with a two-wheel cart weight will
be thrown onto the donkeys back,
every rut, stone, or hill will shift
the balance. Therefore, if you have
a heavier cargo type cart the saddle
should be bigger to spread the
weight over a larger area.
On the right is a much simpler
version of a cart saddle made from a
sack. The pads on this saddle are too
small, you can see that the gap for
the spinal process is tight. However,
with a little more padding this
saddle is cheap and easy to make
with few materials or skills.

He shares his knowledge with us in these posts.

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org

The ‘Kagoto’ saddle, made from a nylon sack, folded
in three length ways, then either two stuffed pockets,
or a rolled up blanket is fixed underneath to form the
bars. There should be a three finger wide gap along
the centre so that when the saddle is in place the spinal
process of the animal is not touched. Since this saddle
has no rigid tree there is no shaping necessary, it will
mold itself to the same shape as the donkey.
OK, let’s have some questions, comments, ideas from
you guys, next month we will move on to the brake
system, called the breeching. This allows your donkey
to stop, and even reverse your cart with comfort and
ease!
Take care,

The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness may
also be of interest to you.

Stay engaged and
post comments or
questions via our
FB post.

You can also email us via
the addresses below.
chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

Chris Garrett, international harness consultant at The Donkey Sanctuary
has developed a global team of harness makers who improve existing
designs and train people to make and use them properly.

The breeching

Look out 2021 here we go, hope you all had a good
holiday if you got the chance, for me it’s more time for
friends and family than anything else, with a few good
meals thrown in for luck.
This month we are looking at the last function of
harness, the breeching, the part of the harness that
allows the animal to slow down the vehicle, stop, and
reverse.
The actual breeching strap should be fairly wide, at

He shares his knowledge with us in these posts - which are
also available on our website at www.donkeysforafrica.org

– helping to slow, stop and reverse a cart

least 6cm depending on the weights you usually carry
and the type of landscape you work in (flat, soft sand
tracks actually stop the vehicle with little effort from
the animal, steep hills and hard smooth roads will mean
that the animal has to do a lot more work).
The breeching strap should sit at a point
about half way between the animals
dock and its hocks, as in the drawing to
the right.
In the picture below you can see the hip
strap, over the donkeys hips. Sometimes
this can be two straps, but it should sit securely on the
back, be about 3-4 cm wide and allow the breeching
strap to sit level.
You can hopefully see
that each end of the
breeching is attached
to the shafts of the cart
at ‘X’, NOT to the
saddle.

This is important, do not fix the breeching to the saddle
or your donkey will get wounds.
There should also, when the traces from the collar to
the vehicle are tight, be enough space to put your hand
sideways between the breeching strap and the animals
leg. This allows the animal to move freely when
pulling, don’t go any more than that though or, when
you stop or slow the vehicle will tend to ‘crash’ into the
breeching, this can make the animal nervous.
This is the last basic harness function. It is
worth remembering that all the functions operate
independently of each other.
Where do we go next month? If anyone
would like to ask any questions, or
suggest the next topic let me know, in the
meantime, stay safe, let’s hope 2021 is
going to be a good year.
Take care,

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org
The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness may
also be of interest to you.

Stay engaged and
post comments or
questions via our
FB post.
You can also email us via
the addresses below.
chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

#8 in a series about donkey harnessing advice

Chris Garrett, consultant for The Donkey Sanctuary, is

passionate about sharing his decades of donkey care experience
and bettering the lives of working donkeys - especially in Africa.

Harnesses can cause problems
Another month gone already, been pretty busy for me, and
one of my regular tasks is to be updating harness training
materials to go on The Donkey Sanctuary’s home page.
I’ve been looking at what I call the ‘Harness Awareness
Course’. Staff were required to do this course, the idea
being that whether they were interested in harness or not
they were all affected by it and had to understand why
harness can cause problems. Towards the end of the course
I ask people to evaluate some harness, so, take a look at
your local harness, and evaluate your own.
If you don’t have any harness available, take a look at the
images below and share what is good and bad about both

sets of harness and what do you feel about the photos?
We can discuss this next month, don’t worry, there is no
right or wrong, I just want to know what you think of both
sets.
Please also send us pictures, and background of your
donkey harness interactions. We need to solve so many
harness issues - and can only do so much - if you share your
information with us.
Every harness I have ever seen has some good points, at
least in the eyes of the owner, so look for the good points as
well as the bad.

SHARE
&
s
end em
ail

to
editor@
donkey
sforafri
ca.org
or via D
M

of imag
es of
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es with
your
comme
nts plea
se!

Take care,

The Good
Harness Guide
can be uploaded at

www.donkeysforafrica.org

The Facebook page
Sustainable-Harness may
also be of interest to you.

Remain engaged and
post comments or
questions via our
FB post.

You can email us at:
Donkeys for Africa now has a dedicated webpage for
harnessing issues - visit www.donkeysforafrica.org

Let us know what you find good - and bad - about these two images of harnesses via FB comments or email.

chris.garrett@thedonkeysanctuary.org.uk
editor@donkeysforafrica.org

